For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. List three things we learn about Damian from pages 1-4.

2. Why do you think Damian chose St. Roch as the person he admired? P4-5

3. Why did Anthony tell Damian that, "...people were laughing..." at him? P6

4. What sort of person do you think Barry is? P7

5. What did Anthony mean when he said, "Works every time. Tell them your mum’s dead and they give you stuff." P7

6. Why do you think Damian kept quiet during Numeracy Hour? P8

7. Why do you think Mr. Quinn called Damian’s dad? P9

8. What do you think Damian and St. Clare mean by; “Saints are like televisions. They’re everywhere. But you need an aerial.” P12
Millions - Chapter Two

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. When was money invented?

2. What was used before it was invented?

3. Why is nearly all the money in England on trains at the moment? P14

4. Describe Anthony in your own words, using EVIDENCE to support what you say.

5. What do you think Damian means when he says:

"Money’s just a thing and things change…One minute something’s really there, right there next to you and you can cuddle up to it. The next thing it just melts away like a Malteser." P15
Millions—Chapter Three

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Why was Damian excited to move to Cromarty Close at first? P17

2. Why did Damian build himself a hermitage? P18

3. Why did Damian think his hermitage "...wasn’t working..." P20

4. List three things Damian did to mortify himself. P20-21

5. What do you think was in the brown envelope Mr. Quinn gave to Damian? P22

6. What do you think Damian’s dream was about? P23
Millions—Chapter Four

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Why did Damian describe answering the door as a "...moral dilemma..."? P25

2. Why was Dad "...agitated..." when he heard about the meeting at seven? P27

3. How did Damian and Anthony feel before they went to Terry's house? P29

4. Why did Terry compare losing his computer to a "...bereavement..."? P31

5. Find another word used to describe the Latter Day Saints. P32

6. Re-read P33. What are your impressions of Terry. Use EVIDENCE to support your thoughts.

7. What do you think Damian meant when he said; "We've got to do things properly." P34

8. What do you think Anthony meant when he said; "Why can't you just act normal?" P35
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Describe two of the memories Damian has of his mother before she went into hospital. P38-39

2. Describe two of the memories Damian has of his mother before she was ill. P39

3. What did Damian mean when he said:

"It turned out what when people were talking about the better place, they were just being metaphorical." P40
Millions—Chapter Six

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Where did Dad and Damian have to go at the start of Chapter Six? P41

2. What music did they listen to on the way there? P42

3. When the lady dropped her earring on the desk (P45), after Damian described St. Joseph of Copertino—do you think she was impressed? Give REASONS for your answer.

4. Why did Damian’s Dad tell him to, "...shut up about saints..." P46

5. List three things Damian tells us about the Latter Day Saints. P48

6. Why do you think Damian put some of the tinted moisturiser on his hand when he was in the hermitage? P49

7. Find the QUOTATION THAT Damian uses to describe the train whizzing past the hermitage. P50

8. Write your own description of the train based on this. P50

9. Where do you think the money came from? P50

10. Where does Damian think the money came from? P50
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. What saint was Damian talking about at the start of the chapter? P51

2. What other people could Damian have told about the money? P52

3. How do you know Anthony was excited to see the money when Damian first showed it to him? P53

4. How much tax is put on the money according to Anthony? P54

5. How much money in pence did the boys calculate? P55


7. Why do you think Damian thought his Dad was going to cry? P59
Millions—Chapter Eight

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. List five things that Damian said he *could* buy. P61-62

2. Why do you think so many kids were standing at their door before school started? P62

3. List two advantages that the money brought for the boys at school. P63

4. What excuse did Aamar have for selling the Subbuteo for £100? P64
Millions—Chapter Nine

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. List three items Anthony bought at school. P67

2. Damian said; “There was money everywhere.” Why did he say this? P69

3. Why did Damian not want Anthony to put the goods in the hermitage? P69

4. What ways did Damian describe Anthony’s lies? P71

5. Why did Damian buy all the birds and release them? P75

6. Damian keeps asking all the saints that appear to him if they have heard of a St. Maureen. Who do you think St. Maureen is? P76
Millions—Chapter Ten

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. What does Damian mean when he says:
   "Every time you do a good deed, it takes you up a rung?"
   P78

2. What does Anthony mean when he says:
   "Dad never notices anything." P79

3. Who does Damian want to give the money to? P79

4. What does Anthony want to do with the money? P81

5. Why did the estate agent call Anthony, "...one cheeky little git..." P86

6. How many people did they take to Pizza Hut? P87-88

7. Why did Damian give the money to the Latter Day Saints? P90-91

8. Who do you think the man in the Tommy Hilfiger jacket is? P94

9. Why did Anthony not want the strange man to know where they lived? P98

10. Where did Dad think the extra channels on the television come from? P102
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Why did Tricia Springer charge Damian so much for the picture? P104-105

2. What do you think Damian meant when he said; 
   "...I noticed that I was now the only boy not wearing Rockports." P106

3. Who do you think flattened the hermitage? Give reasons for your answer. P106

4. Who gave Damian the idea about building wells? P108

5. Why do you think Anthony tried to confuse Damian about which charity to give the money to? P110-111
Millions—Chapter Twelve

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. List two reasons why Damian thinks, "...water is amazing..." P113
   -"...water is amazing..." P113

2. Why does Damian believe that water is as valuable as gold? P114
   -"...water is amazing..." P114

3. Who came to Damian’s assembly and what did she want? P115-118
   -"...water is amazing..." P115-118

4. Why was Anthony annoyed with Damian for putting so much money in the bin? P120
   -"...water is amazing..." P120

5. Explain in your own words what Anthony showed Damian when they got home from school that evening. P122-124
   -"...water is amazing..." P122-124

6. Why was Damian annoyed with Anthony when Anthony showed him where the money came from? P126
   -"...water is amazing..." P126

7. Why did Dorothy and Mr. James speak to the pupils on the Monday morning? P126-127
   -"...water is amazing..." P126-127

8. Why did Anthony appear at the principal’s office before Damian went in? P129
   -"...water is amazing..." P129

9. What did Anthony mean when he said;
   "Result. The old ones are the best ones, eh?" P133
   -"...water is amazing..." P133

10. What excuse did the Mormons give for having so much money? P135
    -"...water is amazing..." P135

11. What do you think Anthony meant when he said;
    "The world is crap. We could have anything in it but everything in it is crap." P141
    -"...water is amazing..." P141
Millions—Chapter Thirteen

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Why was Dorothy in the boys’ house when they arrived home? P144

2. What did Dorothy make them for dinner? P146

3. Who was at the door? P147

4. "Even Anthony’s eyes lit up a little bit when he heard it was lasagne."
   How do think Anthony really felt when he realised they were cooking lasagne? P148

5. Why do you think Damian said:
   "Dad’s general knowledge had come back with a vengeance." P150 Give reasons for your answer.

6. What did Dad say he would do with the money if he won Who Wants to be a Millionaire? P156

7. Why did Anthony say Dorothy, "...is not good..." P157-158

8. What happened at the Mormons’ house? P161


10. What did Anthony mean when he said:
    "Dads and Mums are no different. One minute they’re there and the next they’re gone. You should know that.
    We’re on our own Damian. Get used to it." P165
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Why did Anthony decide to put the money into their school bags? P166

2. Why was Damian the only person who volunteered to be Joseph in the nativity play? P167-168

3. Why do you think Anthony wanted to be Melchoir of the Three Wise Men? P169

4. Who appeared to Damian in a vision when he got home that night? P173

5. Why did he tell Damian not to write his name on the back of the envelopes? P173

6. Explain in your own words what happened on the day of the ‘feeding of the 5,000.’ P175-177

7. What did he tell Damian to keep safe with him at all times? P178
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Damian made his way to the stage. Name two characters he meets on his way. P180

2. What did Mr. Quinn mean when he said to Damian;

"Well done Damian. Moving on, eh?" P182

3. What did Damian do with the money? P182

4. Using at least five points, summarise what happened after Damian got on the bus. P185-190

5. Why do you think Damian felt he could tell his Dad about the money? P192-193
Millions—Chapter Sixteen

For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Describe the house when Damian, Anthony and Dad returned home. P195

2. What phrase is repeated to describe Damian’s reaction to the burglary? P196

3. Describe how you think Dad was feeling.

4. What phrase did Dad say that made Damian realise that Dad was going to keep the money? P198

5. Why could Dad not take the two £20 notes from Terry’s hands? P201

6. Summarise Anthony’s thoughts on Dorothy. P202

7. Damian describes, "...two long dangly gobs of dark..." dangling over his head from the hatch. What is he describing? P204

8. At the end of the chapter Dorothy gets up and lifts the saddlebags of money. What are your thoughts on what she did? P206-207
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Why did Dad race to get his mobile phone? P210-211

2. Why did Anthony say, "...The Vodafone you are calling is switched off..."? P211

3. Describe the vision Damian had of Dorothy and what she was doing. P214-215

4. What had Dorothy actually been doing? P216

5. Where did Anthony suggest they go to change the money, other than the bank? P217

6. What reason did Damian have for pretending to "...need a wee..."? P220

7. What do you think Damian meant when he said;
   "Dad had a new car. He’d had a great day. He had a new friend. He was laughing." P227

8. Why do you think Anthony did not join in with the joking in his bedroom? P228-229

9. Give two reasons why Anthony is angry at the end of the chapter. P230
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Why were so many people standing at Damian’s door at that time of night? P233

2. List three causes people wanted money for. P234-235

3. When Damian slips out the backdoor with the money, what do you think he is going to do? P237

4. Why did the police arrive at their house? P237

5. Why did Anthony lead Glass Eye to his bedroom? P239
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. Name two pieces of advice Damian’s Mum have given him. P242

   For example: “Remember, always be kind and honest.”

2. What did she mean when she said:

   "Anthony. He seems to have taken it better than you but he hasn’t." P242

3. Why do you think Anthony said to Damian:

   "...you're not a nutter by the way..." P245

4. Why did Dad, Anthony and Dorothy call Damian a "...daft sod..." at the end of the chapter. P248

   For example: "Damian, you are such a daft sod!"
For each answer you must provide EVIDENCE/QUOTES to support your thoughts.

1. What did Anthony regret many times after everything to do with the money was sorted out? P249

2. What did they actually do with the money they had left over? P249-250